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VISION
To be a global leader in Engineering Education

MISSION
To be an international organization that promotes, advances, & disseminates state-of-the-art information & resources related to the Society’s field of interest & provides development opportunities for academic, industry, & government professionals

CONFERENCES
Promote participation in EdSoc conferences by:
- Increasing the recognition level of our flagship conferences
- Improving the efficiency of the reviewing process linked to conferences

STANDARDS
Advertise and promote the IEEE Std. 1876-2019 and IEEE SA P2834 by:
- Creating and sponsoring a Virtual Graduate Studies Consortium in standardization with IEEE EAB, other IEEE OU’s, university, and industrial partners

MEMBERSHIP
Increase EdSoc Membership by:
- Motivating the creation and management of chapters
- Sharing Best Practices among existing and new chapters

EDUCATION
Develop attractive solutions for disseminating & curating knowledge by:
- Collaborating with the ECE Educational Community
- Engaging members with professional development & chapter activities
- Providing resources for professional development that address individual needs and backgrounds

PRESIDENTIAL PRIORITIES
- Leading the Society towards open governance and data
- Progressing efforts to become a lean and operationally efficient Society